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Name of the Tool

Maps of world

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.mapsofworld.com/

Subject

Maps

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Compare Infobase Ltd.

Brief History

Mapsofworld.com is one of the world’s largest mapping and content portals and has
been an important mapping research aid since 2003.

Scope and Coverage

A World Map is a pictorial representation or drawing of the entire world geography
with features such as rivers, cities, countries, gulfs, mountains, oceans, etc. The
entire globe is visualized and brought to life on such a drawing through major

markings. Cartographers study and analyze and then correlate measurements
proportionate to the Map or paper requirements. The site has over 25 million maps.
This site contains world map in different languages, world physical maps, world
travel maps, continents of the world, city maps, world flags, top 10 in the world,
world location maps, world map posters, world wall maps, world atlas, world sea
routes map, world satellite maps, world projection maps, world lat long maps, black
and white world map, world climate map, world map for kids, US map with states
and capitals, US states, US countries, US location maps, current events etc.

Kind of Information

Each entry presents maps with description of that map, subscription option,
customization option, downloading option, sharing option. Some important point for
world map like world cities, international airports, shopping destinations museum,
national parks and national wonders and more with last date of upgradation are
presented with entry. Country maps description includes area, population, total no. of
countries, time zone etc.

Special Features
 One can subscribe the map through this site.
 This is also available through mobile application.
 Tools like driving direction and maps, world air distance locator, countries
and capitals, airport finder, US zip codes finder, US area codes, top
universities in USA, distance between cities, distance between cities, postal
code finder, telephone area codes, currency converter, national and
independence days, flags, world travel destinations, top 10 beaches, plan for
trip etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Maps are arranged categorically. Example: continents include north America, south
America, Europe map, Asia map, Africa map etc.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This is largest site containing different type of world maps. MapsofWorld.com: for
students, travelers, researchers, instructors, layman. It helps travelers in different
ways that is by giving travel tips, information of different destinations. This is most
useful site for research purpose.
 World by map : world statistics by tables, maps and charts (
http://world.bymap.org/)
 One World-Nations Online (http://www.nationsonline.org/)
 Worldatlas.com (http://www.worldatlas.com/)
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